ALM24 July 4th  “To the conference diner at Tante Sjaar”

Walk from Baljuwstraat to Central station (10 minutes)

At Central Station take tram line 25 direction “Carnisselande” at platform B.
Every 10 minutes: 06, 16, 26, 36, 46, 56

At the stop “Randweg”, change to tram line 2 direction “Charlois”

Arrival at stop “Kromme Zandweg” (1.)
Walk to “Zandweg”, after 170 meters you see windmill “De Zandweg” (2.) on your left side. Ask for miller Leen Sprong, he will tell you about the windmill and give you a tour (max 15 persons per tour)

After the tour continue on “Zandweg”, go left (only for pedestrians) and left again to Albatroslaan 100. The name of the restaurant is Tante Sjaar (3.)

Important telephone numbers:
Rinske +31 6 39663450
Kooske +31 6 47172051

Return

Take tram 2 from Kromme Zandweg every 20 minutes: 07, 27 and 47

IMPORTANT: last tram to Rotterdam Centraal leaves at 23.47 hours from Kromme Zandweg.